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John Patience!  I'm a BIG fan of John Patience and his

WONDERFUL traditionally illustrated book art.  John's

work covers classic Fairy Tales as well as creates

AWESOME fantasy worlds and stories of his own.  I've

posted some of my FAVORITE of John's work in this

eMagazine!  Be sure to check out John's websites for more

WHIMSICAL and FANTASTIC art!

www.johnpatience.co
www.patience.co.uk
www.johnpatience.deviantart.com/gallery


Some of my favorite of John Patience's work is in his FANTASTIC fictional animal

stories.  Combining EXCELLENT character design and EXCELLENT background and

setting art in stories ranging from "Fern Hollow" to the classic "Wind In The

Willows"!







Interview With The AMAZING

John Paitence

1 Who are your favorite artists?

I am still inspired and motivated by the

work of illustrators both English and

American who were working in the early

1900's . I discovered books illustrared by

those artists in antiquarian bookshops in

London in my early twenties. Of course

there are many more recent artists whose

work I admire but they dont have the same

emotional hold over me.

2 How important is it to you to

pursue your artistic passion?

There are times when I feel I have nothing

left to say; at those times I just draw (most

recently trees) and that activity in itself

makes me happy. Art is in the blood. Since

I was a child it has been my way of relating

to the world and defining myself.



It begins with an idea which more often

than not comes when I'm very relaxed, in a

kind of meditative state, though I don't

actually practice meditation (I think I

would find that too stressful :) ).  The idea

is followed by lots of work in the attempt

to bring it into the world.

4 What medium and tools do you

use?

Ink, acrylics, gouache and pastels. In recent

years I have also begun to use digital

means of production. I've become facinated

by Zbrush. In my minds' eye I have always

seen my work in 3D. Now I can make

characters in 3D and rotate them on my

computer screen. MAGIC!

3 Can you describe your creative

process when making art?



Home.

6 How and when do you get

your best ideas?

I think I have already covered that one,

I have to say though that inspiration is

a fantastic thing but if you're trying to

make a living as an illustrator you can't

afford to sit around for too long

waiting for a thunderbolt idea to strike

you. I had a tutor at college who used

to say, “You can't think without a

pencil in your hand”. He was right - a

pencil is a great lightening conductor.

5 What is your ideal work

environment?



“A great piece of art”. Well I suppose it

depends on who's looking at it.

8 If you could give other

artists one piece of advice

what would it be?

Work hard and be very lucky.

7 What is the secret to creating a

great piece of art?



John brings to life Classic as well as his very now Fairy

Tales through his BEAUTIFUL and whimsical art!  Some of

my favorite of his AMAZING art comes from "The

Sherwood Kids", classic "Beauty And The Best" and "Little

Red Riding Hood" books."  Be sure to check out all his

AMAZING art!














